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A PRODUCT INTEGRAL REPRESENTATION OF THE GENERA" : INVERSE 
G.W. GROETSCH, Kingston 
Abstract: Suppose A s«£(Hn,H^) has closed range whe-
re H-̂  and H2 are Hilbert spaces. Let S c CO, co ) be 
such that Oe S and sup-It: t € S} = co and suppose g: 
: S—>CO,oo ) is an increasing function with g(O) = 0 and 
g(t)-*co as t-*co .Let WCt) = ft* r I - dg t l where t 
is the restriction of A* A to H = R( A*) and suppose 
W(t)—> 0 uniformly in & (H,H) as t ^ o o .If M(t) = 
= (L) ff W( • )A* dg then A* = lim M(t) uniformly in 
it (Hp,Hn) . This generalizes some well known representations 
of A+ . 
AMS: 47A10, 15A15 Ref. 2.: 7.974.3 
Key words and phrases: Product integral, singular li-
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!• Introduction. The concept of a product integral (or 
continuous product) of a matrix-valued function was introdu-
ced by Yolterra tl4) as a tool in the study of linear time-
dependent differential equations. The theory was later exten-
ded and generalized by Schlesinger [123, Rasch [11) and Ma-
sani t9). More recently McNerney [6, 71 has given a very ge-
neral treatment and Martin 18) has applied the theory in ap-
proximating solutions of linear operator equations. 
It is the purpose of this note to give a representation 
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of the generalized inverse of a bounded linear operator in 
terms of product integrals of operator-valued functions. 
This representation unifies and generalizes some well known 
representations of the generalized inverse. 
2. Product integralsand the generalized inverse. Since 
we will be concerned with linear operators in Hilbert space 
we will restrict our discussion of product integrals to ope-
rator-valued functions in Hilbert space although the concept 
can be extended to much more general settings (see C6J,[7J> 
[9]). Suppose S c [0, oo ) satisfies 0 e S and 
sup U s t c S ) s oo . Let g: S —> C 0, oo ) be a function 
satisfying 
(2.1) f(0) « 0 ; g(t) £ g(s) for t£ s and 
sup ig(t): t c S } - oo . 
If H is a Hilbert space, given a function $ : S —>* H 
and t € S , then 
( D J*Ф c . > đg 
will denote the limit in the sense of refinements of subdi­

















)^ is a subdivision of C0,tJ,i.e. x ^ c S , 
x
Q
 = 0 , x
n
 = t and x^-^ £ xk .If T is a bounded li-
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near operator on H , i.e. T e it (H,H) and t c S then 
W(t) = J1%1 I - dgTl 
denotes the member of it (H,H) which is the limit in the 
sense of refinements of subdivisions of operators of the 
form 
^ C . I - Cg(xk)-g(xk.1))T3 
where (x^)^ is a subdivision of CO,tl and I is the i-
dentity operator on H . By a result of HacNerney 171 (see 
also [81) W(t) is well-defined and satisfies 
(2.2) W(t) « I - (L) J* W( • )T dg . 
How suppose that H^ and H2 are Hilbert spaces over 
the same scalers and A c SKH-^Hg) has closed range. Given 
f c H2 , an element u € H^ is called a least squares solu-
tion of the equation 
(2.3) Ax « f 
i f II Au - f II -= inf 4 II Ax - f II : x c % } . 
The set of least squares solutions of (2.3) coincides with 
the set of solutions of 
(2.4) A* Ax = A* f 
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(where A* is the adjoint of A) and there is a unique least 
squares solutions of smallest norm. The operator A € 
g S&CHpiH.,) which assigns to each f c H2 the solution 
of (2.4) with smallest norm is called the generalized inver-
se of A . The set of least squares solutions of (2.3) can 
be represented as A f ® 7t (A) where 71 (A) is the 
nullspace of A • For more information and references see 
the survey article of Hashed ClOl. 
Let X be the operator defined on the Hilbert space 
H-* R(A*) by restricting A* A , i.e. X = A* A|„ (note 
that R(A*) is complete since A has closed range), i-iven 
a function g satisfying (2.1) and t 6 S define the ope-
rator W(t) * X (H,H) by 
W(t) = ft* C I - dg Si . 
Rote th-it W(t) exists and is of bounded variation on each 
subinterval by results of MacNerney C 63. Also the operator 
M(t) c £ (Hg,^) defined by 
M(t) = (L) f * W( • )A* dg 
exists l79 Lemma 4.31 (see also [,5, Lemma 2l ). 
Theorem. Suppose A c £(H19H2) has closed range and 
lim W(t) = 0 uniformly in & (H,H) , then A"4" = lim M(t) 
uniformly in & (Hg,^) . 
Proof. For each f c H2 note that A*f « H (see ClOl) 
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and T A* f » A* f . Hence we have by (2.2) 
M(t)f = (L) /* W( • )A*f dg 
« (I*) /* W( • ).T A+ f dg 
= A*f - W(t)A+ f 
and hence M(t)f — * A* f uniformly in X (HgfHj) as 
t —> oo since W(t) — > 0 uniformly in X (H,H) . 
Corollary 1. Suppose 0 *s %» < 2 II A II" and 
2 (1 - C.) =- a? where C, = I 1 - X. 11 A lla I , then 
wl̂ ere the convergence is in the uniform operator topology 
for X (Hg,^) . 
m> 
Proof. Set S = \ 0,1,2,...} and g(n) s .2 A* • 
*v ••1 ^ 
Note that the hypotheses imply that ,2 \ • oo . It is 
easy to see by use of the spectral theorem and standard . 
facts on the convergence of infinite numerical products T3-.J 
that 
W(n) = TT^ri-cl^Xl.jf CI-A.I] 
converges to 0 uniformly in X (H,H) . The proof is com-
pleted by noting that 
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M(n) = (L) f"" W( . ) A* dg 




 c ** (Hg,^) iteratively by A
Q








A , , A A
n-
then A .^ == M(n) and hence Corollary 1 gives an iterative 
scheme for computing A • Iterative processes of this type 
have recently been studied by Lardy [43 (see also [2]). In 
the particular case A^ a % for all n where 0 «* A «e 
-< 2 II A U Corollary 1 specializes to give a result of 
Showalter [131. fe may also obtain as a corollary Showai­
ter's integral representation of A (see also [11). 
Corollary 2. Let A+ = f e""*A*A A* dtf , then 
A
4
" « lim At uniformly in It (H,>,H,) . 





[I - dgtl = e ~ U ([93,1123) and hence A+ = 




 A * d * . 
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